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Abstract 

New experimental techniques combined with computer molecular dynamics simulations of increasing 
complexity are beginning to permit a detailed examination of the initial steps in the complex chemistry 
describing the high-temperature, high-pressure regime associated with combustion and detonation as 
well as processes that may be involved in shock-induced chemistry. We present the results of several 
simulations that describe the generation of moderately strong shocks and their interaction with molecules 
embedded in weakly-bound clusters, with material defects such as microscopic voids, and with molecular 
species placed in the neighborhood of such defects. 

Introduction 

In our original series of studies [ 1,2] we found that shocks in regular one-di- 
mensional and two-dimensional lattices preserved their integrity to a very high 
degree, were of atomic dimensions, and because of this were able to deposit their 
energy selectively to the edge of the system when reaching a lattice boundary, pro- 
ducing small, energetic spalled fragments. This early work was stimulated by the 
suggestion of Walker and Wasley [ 31 that shocks could break chemical bonds me- 
chanically and athermally. lt also coincided with the beginning of today’s immense 
range of studies on nonlinear systems and appears to have been the first in which 
the consequences of this “soliton-like’’ behavior were described as being important 
for a full understanding of the mechanisms underlying the shock-induced initiation 
of energetic materials. 

In our calculations we found the situation in the shock front to be so completely 
nonergodic that the concepts of equilibrium thermodynamics and statistical me- 
chanics would be unlikely to have meaning in this region. Thus, in a regular lattice 
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Figure I .  The nitromethyl radical placed inside a void located within a weakly-bound 
host lattice. The times, denoted by TOUT, are in units of :s. The H atoms are shown 
as small circles, C and N atoms are denoted by triangles, and 0 atoms by large circles. At 
0.01 ps the plate is in motion toward the lattice at a velocity of 50 A/ps. At 0.36 ps the 
void has almost completely collapsed around the molecule, and at 0.80 ps the lattice has 

vaporized. 

or a uniform liquid the front was found to be a few angstroms in width propagating 
with a velocity in the range of 2 to 5 mm/ps or 2 to 5 A in s. Time scales of 
this magnitude correlate closely with the range of vibrational frequencies associated 
with strong covalent bonds, for example, from ca. 4400 cm-' for H2 down to less 
than 1000 cm-' for vibrational modes of polyatomic organic systems (corresponding 
to frequencies ranging from 13 X 10l3 sec-' to less than 3 >I< 10l3 sec-I). Comparable 
periods of vibration will be from 8 to more than 40 fs; during this time, at a velocity 
of 5 mm/ps, a shock front will have advanced from 0.4 to 2.0 A. Thus, thermal 
lattice vibrations and low-lying intramolecular modes, as well as weak intermolecular 
modes, are essentially spatially frozen with respect to the subpicosecond amplitude 
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Figure I .  (Continurd) 

rise time of the advancing shock front. This effectively decouples the shock front 
translational motion from lattice thermal motion and results in a lack of local 
thermodynamic equilibrium [ 431. 

Following this early work on simple monatomic and diatomic systems, a large 
number of computer simulations of shocks passing through both liquids and solids 
have shown not only that the energy localized in the region of the shock front can 
impart to surface atoms sufficient momentum to cause spall, but also that the front 
can deposit to defect regions within the bulk sufficient energy to disrupt the lattice 
or to cause bond rearrangement [ 6-9 1. 

Our recent studies [lo-121 have focused on the microscopic details of energy 
transfer in shocked crystal and molecular lattices. The molecular units forming a 
molecular lattice and the various types of point, line, and volume defects all represent 
local inhomogeneities which can act to transfer the energy from the shock front to 
the lattice. From a study of the dynamics of energy exchange, we obtain insight 
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concerning the rate of energy concentration and partitioning in molecular bonds, 
as well as an understanding of the role of each of the various types of defects in 
focusing the energy from the shock front into these microscopic “hot spots.” 

Experimental techniques have recently begun to address the subnanometer, fem- 
tosecond regime long explored by computer simulation [ 13- 17 1 .  To complement 
such experiments we have initiated simulations that parallel these experiments; for 
example, we have begun a series of simulations of the energetic impact of molecules 
and clusters on solid surfaces, including the fragmentation that often occurs after 
the surface collision. 

In the following sections we will describe two recent simulations: the first addresses 
the complex situation in which a propagating shock front interacts with a void 
within which a molecular unit has been placed. Here we have the interplay between 
fast shock rise times and an extreme impedance mismatch via the masses and 
interactions between host lattice, void, and molecule, where both strong and weak 
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TABLE I. Parameters for the Morse and Lennard-Jones potentials used in the simulation of a nitromethyl 
radical placed within a void located inside a host lattice of atoms M. Morse: V(r) = De[e-2Wrd - 
2e-gr-r=)]; Lennard-Jones: V(r)  = 4D,[(o/r)'* - (./#I. The last four potentials were chosen to prevent 

undue distortion of the molecule under shock loading. 

MM 
MH 
MC 
MN 
MO 
CH 
CN 
NO 
00 
HH 
HN 
co 
HOcis 
Horns 

Morse potentials Lennard-Jones potentials 

0.268 
0.268 
0.268 
0.268 
0.268 
3.640 
2.557 
6.614 
1.000 
1 .ooo 
1.000 
1 .ooo 
0.500 
0.500 

2.633 
2.633 
2.633 
3.723 
3.723 
1.090 
1.390 
1.220 
2.140 
1.810 
2.190 
2.240 
2.590 
3.250 

2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.094 
3.126 
1.869 
2.397 
1.396 
0.936 
1.722 
0.906 
1.953 

139.5 0.020 2.633 2.345 
770.5 0.020 3.100 2.762 
241.7 0.020 4.190 3.733 
226.9 0.020 4.320 3.849 
215.0 0.020 3.100 2.762 

3066.0 
1450.1 
1296.9 
625.0 

1455.7 
714.6 
485.0 
486.8 

1049.8 

intra- and intermolecular forces are present. In the second simulation we consider 
the multiple interactions present as a weakly-bonded cluster containing a covalently- 
bonded species impacts a wall. This generates a micro-shock traveling back through 
the cluster that can interact with the molecular species before the main molecule- 
wall collision occurs. Such cluster wall collisions have been proposed as a means 
of investigating experimentally primary unimolecular decomposition processes and 
collision-induced decomposition in the subnanometer, femtosecond regime [ 18 1. 

Simulations 

The basic method of computer molecular dynamics, specifically as applied to 
the study of fast transient processes in condensed systems, has been described before 
in detail [ 51 and need not be repeated here. Briefly, it enables the monitoring, by 
computer solution of Newton's second law equations of motion for the individual 
atoms, of the time evolution of the system under study. The set of coupled nonlinear, 
second-order differential equations that represent the forces are reduced to a doubled 
set of first-order ordinary differential equations by standard procedures. The initial 
positions and velocities of the particles represent the initial conditions on these 
equations. For the numerical solution of this set of equations we have used the 
variable-step, variable-order, implicit Adams' method with functional (or fixed 
point) iteration; a generalization of the classical Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method 
[ 191. Relative error build-up is controlled by an error tolerance parameter, so that 
numerical error is typically kept to less than for times up to 10 to 50 picoseconds 
during the simulation. 
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Figure 2. The nitromethyl radical placed inside a void located within the more strongly- 
bound host lattice. The initial configuration is the same as that shown in Figure 1. Comparing 
results at 0.30 and 0.36 ps we can see the violent distortion and twisting of the molecule. 
At 0.80 ps the lattice is rapidly disassembling, however the new void formed during the 

shock sequence continues to persist. 

Shock Interaction with a Micro-void Plus Molecule 

We have shown that a molecule well-embedded in a host matrix or in a structurally 
perfect molecular crystal will rapidly ( <O. 1 ps) take up energy from the shock front 
[ 10-121. If the surrounding cage remains intact, this energy flows back into the 
lattice just as rapidly. Molecules on or near the surface can spa11 along with the 
rapidly-disassembling cage, remaining in energetically excited states. 

Within a real composite explosive, voids of various sizes are present, ranging 
from 10’s of A to 10’s of p. It is well known that the sensitivity of an energetic 
material is very directly correlated with the type and number of defects such as 
voids. To gain some insight into the dynamics of the energy flux in the region of a 
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microvoid after passage of a shock front, as well as insight into the nature of the 
subsequent energy transfer to a tightly bound molecular unit, we formed a void 
inside a host lattice, within which we placed a nitromethyl unit. This is shown in 
Figure 1 (a ) .  To initiate the shock a section of lattice, or “plate,” was set in motion 
toward the main structure at a velocity which would create a shock in the vicinity 
of 100 kbar ( 10 GPa). To investigate the importance of impedance matching (via 
the cage) two lattices were considered, one with very weak binding energies NN 0.02 
eV, thus simulating a rare gas matrix, and one with binding energies = 0.27 eV, 
in the range of a more strongly-bound molecular crystal. The heavier masses of the 
atomic units forming the host lattice also present a mismatch between the host 
lattice and the individual atoms forming the nitromethyl unit. The parameters 
defining the potentials, masses, and configuration of the system are given in Table 
I. It can be seen that the masses of the host particles and their interaction with the 
void and the molecule contained therein and with other host particles simulate to 
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some extent a nitromethyl lattice containing a void, including a detailed probe of 
the energy flux into and out of a representative molecular unit within the void. 
Figures 1 (b)  and 1 (c) show results after 0.36 and 0.80 ps for the first case, and 
Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) show the time evolution after 0.30,0.36, and 0.80 ps 
for the second case. We note that void collapse around the molecular unit occurs 
in less than 0.5 ps with a void reforming to the left of the molecule, now enclosed 
by a combination of jetting material from the anterior wall and void collapse. 
Reappearance of voids (“cold spots”) has been suggested [ 201 and would be due 
to relaxation of the medium from the extreme overdriven regime in the shock front. 
In Figures 3 and 4 we show the “caged” vibrational energy, internal energy, and 
total energy (vibrational + rotational + center-of-mass) taken up by the nitromethyl 
radical for both cases. The term “caged” refers to adding to the kinetic energies 
only the intramolecular potential energy of the molecular unit. Including the po- 
tential energy between the molecule and the cage gives the “uncaged” energies 
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Figure 3. The vibrational, internal, and total energy (in eV) of the nitromethyl radical 
as a function of time (in units of s)  for the weakly-bound case described in the text 

and shown in Figure 1 .  

which we have also monitored as a function of time. The initial uptake of energy 
occurs in -30 to 40 fs. For the more strongly-bound system there is partial de- 
coupling of the lattice energy and the energy of the molecule, with the total energy 
of the molecular unit at 0.80 ps around 8 eV and the average host kinetic energy 
around 1 eV. 

For the weakly-bound system, the results are similar with about 7 eV of total 
energy taken up in -35 fs, and with a gradual loss of the total energy to =4 eV 
at 0.80 ps, as the c.0.m. energy drops from 3.7 eV to 2 eV over the last 0.2 ps. The 
average lattice kinetic energy remains -0.5 eV at the end of the simulation. In 
monitoring the internal energy as a function of time for the CN bond, we find a 
maximum value of 3.0 eV for the more strongly-bound lattice and 0.92 eV for the 
weakly-bound lattice. Considering the overall extreme impedance mismatch caused 
by the void and the weak coupling of host lattice to the molecule, these are rather 
remarkable results, showing that the initial very strong energy transfer occurring 
in moderate to strong shocks must be taken into consideration before the longer 
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Figure 4. 
as a function of time (in units of 

The vibrational, internal, and total energy (in eV) of the nitromethyl radical 
s )  for the more strongly-bound case described in 

the text and shown in Figure 2. 

time mechanisms of “vibrational up-pumping” that have been postulated [ 2 I] 
begin to take effect. 

Cluster- Wall Impacts 

Experimental techniques for forming a supersonic stream of clusters of atoms 
and molecules with laboratory-frame kinetic energies in the range of 1 to 10 eV 
are now well-developed [ I7 1. Embedding a fragment or molecule by placing it 
within a cluster will give rise to a dynamic sequence in which there would first be 
shock compression and excitation of the fragment as a micro-shock travels back 
from the forward part of the cluster after initial contact with the wall is made, 
followed by rapid disassembly of the weakly-bound cluster and further collision- 
induced dissociation as the molecular fragment itself collides with the wall. To shed 
some light on to what extent such a complex sequence could be followed experi- 
mentally, we have simulated the simple case of an HI diatomic molecule embedded 
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TABLE 11. Parameters for the Morse and Lennard-Jones potentials used in the simulation of an HI 
molecule placed within an argon cluster directed toward a heavy-atom wall (W). Morse: V(r) = 
D e e  [ -zNr-'e) - 2e-"'-'e)]; Lennard-Jones: V(r) = 4Dp[(u/r)'z - (g/r)6]. Parameters for the wall give a 
tightly-bound structure to which the incoming cluster particles can only physisorb. Values in square 

brackets are chosen so that, excluding HI, only weak binding occurs in the rest of the system. 

ww 
HI 
ArAr 
ArH 
ArI 
WAr 
WH 
WI 

4.772 
3.196 
0.0 12 
0.004 

[0.050] 
[0.004] 
[0.004] 
[0.050] 

1.000 
1.610 
3.760 
3.570 

[4.000] 
[3.570] 
[3.570] 
[4.000] 

136.9 
2309.0 

25.7 

- 
- 

3.350 
3.181 
3.564 
3.181 
3.181 
3.564 

in an argon cluster, directed toward a heavy inert wall, at a translational energy of 
- 5  eV/Ar atom. The parameters defining the potentials and the configuration of 
the wall and cluster are given in Table 11. Figure 5 shows schematically a typical 
result from a series of calculations in which the relative orientation of the HI mol- 
ecule with respect to the wall was varied. In the figure the molecule remains intact, 
but the cluster has vaporized. We have found that molecular dissociation is ori- 
entation-dependent and that vibrational excitation of a surviving molecule can be 
large. Future studies in this area would involve more complex molecules and mo- 
lecular fragments. 

Conclusions 

The results of simulating a shock interacting with a complex heterogeneity (rep- 
resented in the present instance by a molecule located within a void) show, first, 
that the basic situation remains the same as found in our earlier model studies [ 9- 
121: transfer of energy from a moderately-strong shock front occurs rapidly on 
time scales of femtoseconds, with the resulting internal energy of the region far 
larger than the thermal energy of the host lattice. This is true both for extremely 
weakly-bound rare gas host lattices and for lattices with binding more appropriate 
to that found for molecular crystals. Complex dynamic processes are involved, as 
illustrated by following the center-of-mass energy of the enclosed molecule which, 
for the weakly-bound system, first rises to x6 eV in 40 fs as jetting material from 
the front wall of the void impacts and accelerates the molecule, then falls to < I 
eV in 25 fs as the molecule impacts the "soft" far side of the void [ 221. The c.0.m. 
energy then rises more slowly to around 3.5 eV as the molecule and the host material 
are driven forward by the momentum imparted by the impacting plate. Similar 
results occur for the case where the host lattice is more strongly bound, with a rise 
time of the initial c.0.m. energy to 8 eV in 30 fs, then an abrupt drop within 20 fs 
to < 0.1 eV followed by an increase in the c.0.m. energy as the whole system is 
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Figure 5. A schematic representation of an argon cluster, with a translational kinetic 
energy of 5 eV/Ar atom, containing an HI molecule, before and after impacting a heavy 
wall. The results of several calculations indicate that when the orientation ofthe HI molecule 
is such that the H atom collides with the wall first, dissociation occurs, whereas if the I 
atom is first to hit, the molecule remains intact and vibrotationally excited. At this trans- 

lational energy the rare gas cluster rapidly vaporizes. 

driven forward by the plate [ 221. With a larger host-lattice ensemble, which would 
more realistically represent an experimental situation, the subsequent rise of c.0.m. 
energy would not be expected to occur to any marked degree; however, the initial 
vibrational, rotational, and translational shock-up of the molecule would occur, 
followed by transfer of c.0.m. translational energy to additional vibrational and 
rotational motion of the molecule and to heating the back wall of the void itself. 
Thus, because of the presence of voids there are additional dynamic processes that 
facilitate the energy transfer from a shock front, features that would be expected 
to aid the initial endothermic decomposition steps in the shock initiation of an 
energetic system, with the excited fragments and the energetically excited region 
around the void forming the basis for ensuing exothermic reactions. 

Similarly, a cladded molecular unit placed in an extremely weakly-bound cluster 
is readily excited, leading either to dissociation or to additional vibrotational ex- 
citation, with rise times of fs and energy transfer of eVs, again without the require- 
ment that there be matching of potentials or masses between the cluster and mol- 
ecule. The rapid disassembly of the cluster as it impacts the wall and the subsequent 
impact of the pre-shocked molecule with the wall presents a multi-step sequence 
that may make experimental interpretation of the results in terms of the mechanisms 
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leading to molecular fragmentation extremely difficult without complementary 
simulations camed out by computer molecular dynamics. 
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